
coreBio II - genetics: Wed 11 April 2018 

sex linked + anticipation+ somatic

At the start of class NEXT Wednesday - hand in question 
cards for course up to this point (things you are not sure 
you can answer)

We will start first draft video presentations next week 
on Wednesday / Friday 

SEND ME BY EMAIL:  
1). your title 
2). which day you would prefer to present 

questions about exam questions / answers? : answer key
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haploid 
nucleus

mitochondria

sperm

male haploid nucleus
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Embryogenesis

diploid  
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nucleus 

mitosis / cell division 
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Value of identical twins - very similar genomes (compared 
to fraternal twins or non-twin siblings

one 

two embryos 

two 
sperm 

two 
embryos 

two 
sperm 

one 
embryo 

Non-Mendelian patterns of inheritance (part 2)

• sex-linked traits 
• genetic anticipation 
• somatic mutations and selection

Sex-linked diseases

Typically recessive alleles in genes on the X chromosome 
Appear dominant in males - why? 
There fewer such disease associated alleles on the Y 
chromosome - why? 

Q: Under what conditions can an allele appear to act as 
both a Mendelian recessive and dominant 



what are the 
genotypes of  
these individuals

who carries the  
disease allele?

repeat diseases (genetic anticipation)- increasing severity



repeat diseases

pre-mutation - below threshold - no phenotype 
intermediate - expansion  
pathogenic - severity linked to extent of expansion 
some (fragile X -  repeats in non-coding region of FMR1 
gene) due to get worse (longer) in maternal lineage 
mother’s children more likely to display phenotype  
males do not transmit (contraction of repeat region) 
others (Huntington’s disease - Htt gene) get worse 
paternal lineage; father’s children more likely to display 
phenotype  
stable/contracts in maternal lineage. 
mechanisms uncertain



Considering the complexity of mutations (final)

Considering the complexity of mutations (final)




